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Designer at Microsoft contracted via The Creative Group
September 2018–Present

Working as a part of the Windows Creative Direction team to improve 
visual coherence across the Windows ecosystem. My role is to help 
oversee the design language of Windows, Edge, Mobile, and more. My 
responsibilities include mapping user scenarios, developing UI design 
concepts and wireframes, and creating story-centered presentations.

•  Co-lead the UX design direction for a significant Windows product (NDA).

•  Explored possible UX interactions for a new tab experience in Edge.

•  Iterated with the Edge team on possible homepage interfaces.

•  Contributed to the audit of the user-experience with files in Win 10.

•  Lead the audit for third-party app icon styles in Win 10.

•  Created a visual language for my team’s internal website and newsletter.

•  Generated logo ideas with meaningful analogies to Microsoft’s mission.

•  Currently working on a data-visualization graph for Education at Microsoft.

Western Washington University
Graduation Date: June 2018

BA in Design
Minor in UX Design

Minor in Industrial Design

Adobe InDesign
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Photoshop

Adobe AfterEffects
Adobe XD

Figma
Sketch

Invision
Microsoft Office

Illustration
Metalworking

3D prototyping

Fluent in Ukrainian
Conversational in Russian

UX Designer part-time at Nav.it
July 2018–August 2018

Worked on designing the UX behind a major feature of the Navit app. 
My job was to work with the CEO and the developer to conceptualize 
and prototype solutions from scratch. I lead the project from market 
analysis/research and strategy, to user flows and user experience. 
NDA. I also pitched a logo redesign.

Graphic Designer & Jeweler at Apse
December 2016–September 2018

Improved the unpacking experience. Led the redesign of the original 
logo type. Consulted on how to optimize the design and usability of 
new jewelry pieces. Personally designed and crafted a limited batch 
of statement earrings utilizing user research, countless prototyping, 
and user testing. Trained in soldering, stone setting, and other jewelry 
crafting techniques.

Graphic Designer at Western Washington University
January 2017–December 2017

Worked in collaboration with the WWU marketing team to create 
posters, ads, graphics, etc., promoting WWU courses and activities.


